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HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON CERTAIN VECTOR SPACES

BY

J. KUELBSO) AND V. MANDREKAR(2)

1. Introduction. Let / denote the vector space of all sequences of real numbers

with the topology of coordinate-wise convergence. For 0</»<oo let lp denote the

subset of / consisting of all sequences which have ||x|| ={2t™ i |xi|p}1,p finite where

x=(xi, x2,...). Thus, for 1 ̂ /»<oo, we have || • || as the usual norm for lp, and for

0</7< 1 it is known that || • ||p generates a distance function under which l„ is a

complete linear metric space. Our main efforts in this paper are to generalize

Bochner's theorem and Levy's continuity theorem to these lp spaces. For p = 2 our

work coincides with and simplifies some of the work of L. Gross in [3], [4], and [5],

and is related to the work of V. Sazonov [8], [9]; Ju. V. Prohorov [7], [8]; and to

that of N. N. Vakhania in [10], [11].

It should be mentioned that the case p = 2 is brought into our work from two

different points of view. One of these handles the situation for 0 ^p á 2 and the

other for 2á/»<co. In both instances they agree with the work of L. Gross men-

tioned above. The tool that allows us to simplify Gross' work is a "stochastic

inner product", defined in §3, which allows the immediate application of usual

measure theoretic manipulations. This idea of a stochastic inner product is suggested

in the work of R. H. Cameron and R. E. Graves [1].

We will frequently think of the lp spaces as being subsets of /and if x e / we define

Pf/X = (Xi,..., x#, 0, 0,...),

QNx = (0, ...,0, xN+x,...),

&Nx = iO,...,0,xN,Q,...).

This terminology is standard throughout the paper.

2. The Fourier transform (or characteristic functional) of a probability measure

p. on the Borel subsets of a linear topological space X is the function <£(x) on X*

(the topological dual of X) such that

<f>ix) = j   exp {/(x, y)} dp.iy).
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The classical version of Bochner's theorem asserts that a function cf>(x), x e Rn,

is the Fourier transform of some probability measure on the Borel subsets of Rn

if and only if cf> is positive definite, <j>(0)=l, and <f> is continuous at x = 0. In l2,

and hence in any real separable Hilbert space, it is possible to introduce a topology

t (which is determined by certain compact operators) such that a function <f> on l2

is the Fourier transform of some probability measure on the Borel subsets of l2

if and only if </> is positive definite, 0(0) = 1, and <j> is continuous at zero in the t-

topology. Here we are, of course, identifying I* and /2. The /2 result is due indepen-

dently to L. Gross [5] and to V. Sazonov's earlier work [9].

Before proving our analogue for Bochner's theorem for /„, 0<p?jk2, we first

take a closer look at the situation in l2.

An operator on l2 which is linear, symmetric, nonnegative, compact, and having

finite trace will be called an S-operator. If T is an 5-operator on /2 then it is well

known that 7" has the representation

00

(2.1) Tx =  2 K(x,en)en
71 = 1

where {en} is some orthonormal subset of l2, An^0, and 2"=t An<oo. The S-opera-

tor T also has a representation as an infinite symmetric positive-definite matrix

T={tik) where by positive-definite it is meant that 2in,fc = i tikxtxk = 0 for any integer

n and any x e Rn. Furthermore, tik = (Tfi,fik) where/ is a sequence of all zeros and

having 1 in the y'th position and hence 2í*= i Ut — 2"= i A; < oo where the A/s are as

in (2.1). From the representation in (2.1) it is easy to verify that (Tex, ex)112

= \c\(Tx,x)112 for any real number c and (T(x+y), (x+y))ll2-^(Tx, x)1/2 +

(Ty, y)112. Thus (Tx, x)1'2 is a seminorm on l2. The T-topology on /2 is the topology

generated by taking as a subbase all translates of all sets of the form

{xel2 : (Tx, x) < r)

where r > 0 and T is an S-operator.

As mentioned above, Gross [5] and Sazonov [9] have proved an analogue of

Bochner's theorem which states that continuity in the T-topology at the origin

is necessary and sufficient for a positive-definite complex-valued function <f> on l2

with 0(0) = 1 to be the Fourier transform of a positive finite measure. The following

lemma demonstrates that r-continuity on l2 is equivalent to ordinary continuity

and continuity with respect to a certain directed set of distributions.

Lemma 2.1. Let 0(x) be a positive-definite functional defined on l2 such that

0(0) = 1. Then <f>(x) is r-continuous at zero (and hence everywhere on l2) if and only

if<f>(x) is continuous in the norm topology and

(2.2) 0(0) =  lim   f <f>(x)K"N, dx)
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where XioN, ■ ) denotes any Gaussian measure on PNi¡2) with density

T " l"1'2 f     1    X     r2 1

i=i        J I   ^ y=i "w.ij

ímc/7 /Aa/ max1SiSW oj,j tends to zero as N tends to infinity.

Proof. Suppose <f> is continuous on l2 in the r-topology. Then we have for each

£>0 an S-operator such that xe£={x : 2t" -i h/XiXj<l} implies |1—<£(x)|<e.

Thus if

we find

¿N = [l-<f>ix)]XicrN,dx)
Jh

\AN\ g e + 2 |    XioN,dx)
Jec

^ e + 2  \       2    tijXiXjXioN,dx)
Jh. 1,7 = 1

ie + 2  2
N

tjiaN,j

i=l

CO

^ e+2   max   o% j Y r,

Hence lim supw |^4W| ̂e so actually ^ tends to zero, and r-continuity of <j> implies

(2.2) holds.

Since <p is positive definite and norm continuous it follows that <f>iPki-)) is a

continuous, positive-definite function on / for k = l, 2,.... Thus there exists a

probability measure p. on the Borel subsets of / whose finite dimensional distribu-

tions are determined by <j>iPki-)), k = l, 2,.... Hence

AN = J    1-exp\ ~2 2 CT".^2 dpix).

Now limw y4N = 0 implies 2f=i CTíí,^f tends to zero in /x-measure as maxis/s¡v o-2^

tends to zero. This implies 2"=i xf is finite for almost all x e / with regard to the

measure p. so p-il2)= 1. Hence if </<(x) = J", exp {/(x, _y)} ¿//¿(.v) we find </>(x) = <£(x) on

£fc(/2) for /c = 1, 2,.... Since both functions are continuous on l2 and IJ "_ ! Pkl2

is dense in l2 this implies i/r(x) = </>(x) on /2. Thus ^ is the Fourier transform of p.

and hence

<p(x) =      exp {/(x, y)} dp-iy).
Jh

Let e > 0 be given and choose a compact set £ç /2 such that /x(/2 - £) < e/2. Then

1 - Re ax) = |  [1 - cos (x, y)] dpiy) g ± J (x, j)2 ̂ W +J
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and if we denote by T the 5-operator determined by the relation

(7x,x) = f (x,y)2dp(y)
Jk

it follows that (7x, x) < e implies 1 — Re 0(x) < e. The r-continuity of <p at zero

now follows since

|l-0(x)|2 ^ 2(1-Re0(x)).

Thus continuity in the r-topology for positive-definite continuous functions on

l2 is equivalent to continuity with respect to a certain directed set of Gaussian

distributions. This motivates our next result which generalizes Bochner's theorem

to /p, 0 <p = 2. In view of the previous lemma this agrees with the known results

for/> = 2in [5] and [9].

A function <f> on /* will be called sequentially weak-star continuous if for each

sequence {xn} in /* satisfying limn (y, xn) = (y, x) for every y e lp and some xel*

we have limn 0(x„) = 0(x).

Theorem 2.1. Let 0<p^2 and suppose 0(x) is a junction defined on If (3).

Then 0 is the Fourier transform of a probability measure on lp if and only If <f> is

positive definite, 0(0)= 1, 0 is sequentially weak-star continuous, and

(2.3) 0(0) =  lim   f <f>(x)Xp(eN, dx).

Here \p(eN, • ) denotes any stable distribution on PN(lp) whose Fourier transform is

<t>(h,.. -, i») = exp j- S eN.i\ti\p>

where the eNfs are positive and max1S;áw eNJ tends to zero as N approaches

infinity.

Proof. Let B(eN) = j,. cf>(x)\p(eN, dx). Since 0 is positive definite, 0(0) = 1, and

0 is continuous on /* there exists a probability measure p on I whose finite-dimen-

sional distributions are determined by <f>(PK(-)) for K=l, 2,.... Therefore,

%) = 0(*)AP(ew, dx)
JPnUp)

exp {/(x, y)} dp(y)\p(eN, dx)
JPuClpl Jl

e\p {i(x, y)}\p(eN, dx) dp(y)
Ji JpN<i'p)

= Jiexpl   S ^l^l'/'W^-

(3) If 0 <p ¿ 1 then /£ = /«,, the space of bounded sequences, with the usual sup norm.
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Since BieN) tends to <£(0) = 1 when maxXSjSN eNJ tends to zero as N approaches

infinity we find max1SÍSÍ, eNJ 2f=i |jy|p tends to zero in /¿-measure. Thus

2f=i \yÀp ¡s finite with /¿-measure one. In other words, /¿(/p) = l. If

0(x) =      exp {/(x, y)} dpiy)   for   x e /*
Jh

then ipix)=(pix) on U?=i Pk(1*) and since both </r and <j> are continuous on /| it

follows that <j> actually equals <f> on /*, and hence is the Fourier transform of p.

On the other hand, if p. is a probability measure on /„, then it is trivial to verify

that

<f>(x) =      exp {/(x, y)} dpiy)       (x e /*)
Jip

is positive definite, continuous, and that <ri(0) = 1 • Further,

1 ̂  BieN) = Jj  expj- J ^^WoO

^  i expi- max  eWJ JT W4 «WjO
Jip I.       1S/SN y = 1 J

and the last integral converges to one so BieN) tends to ^(0) = 1 in the manner

indicated.

In our investigation of probability measures on lp, 2^/»<co, via Fourier trans-

forms, we found the following concept useful. A family of probability measures

{p,a : a e A} on lp, 2 ̂ p < co, is a A-family for some A in the positive cone of l*l2 if for

every e, S > 0 there is a sequence {eN} such that

implies

p-a\y£lp-   2   Ai^2 < s[ > i-£

/M-Fe/j.:    2    W < 4 > 1-(£ + £n)

where lim^ eN = 0.

It is quite clear that any family of probability measures in l2 is a A-family for

A = (l,l,...).

We also need a generalization of the r-topology to /„ (l/<7+l//»=l). If 2¿/7<co

then a linear operator £ from /„ into /p is an Sp-operator if £ can be represented as

an infinite symmetric positive-definite matrix (rw) such that 2¡ = i (*«)" '2 is finite.

Here, by positive-definite, we mean that Xu-i tVi*/=0 f°r a" * e £n and all

integers 77. The rp-topology 2^/»<co, is generated by taking as a subbase all

translates of all sets of the form {xel* : (£x, x)<r} where r>0 and T is an S„

operator. Thus the r2-topology is the r-topology.

The next theorem is a generalization of Prohorov's result [7] which handled the

case/7=2.
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Theorem 2.2. A family {pa : aeA} of probability measures on lp, 2^p<ao, is

conditionally compact if and only if:

(a) For every pa and e>0 there exists an Sp-operator Ta¡s such that for x e I*

Re (1 -0(x, pa)) ^ (Ta¡sx, x) + e

where 0(-, pa) is the Fourier transform of pa.

(b) The norms of the operators Ta^e are uniformly bounded by a constant Me.

(c) lim^sup^f^C&T'^O.
(d) {pa : a e A} is a X-familyfior some A in the positive cone ofl*2.

The proof will depend on the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.2. If{pa '■ a e A} is a conditionally compact set of probability measures

on lp, 2^p<<x>, then {pa : ae A) is a \-family for any A in the positive cone of l*2.

Proof. Let e, 8 be given and choose A e l%2 where Afc>0 for A¿ = 1, 2,.... Since

{pa : a e A} is conditionally compact there exists a compact set K of lp such that

pa(K) > 1 —e for each aeA. Thus there exists an N such that for each aeA

pa\xelp :    2    \xi\" < sl > 1
I 1=N+1 J

so clearly {pa : a e A} is a A-family.

Lemma 2.3. If {pa, aeA} is conditionally compact then conditions (a), (b), (c),

and (d) of Theorem 2.2 hold.

Proof. That (d) is true follows from Lemma 2.2. Let e>0 be given. Since

{pa : ae A} is conditionally compact there exists a compact set K such that

pa(K) > 1 — e/2 for every aeA. Now

Re (1 -0(x, pa)) = Re [J  [1 -exp {/(x, y)}] dpa(y)]

[1 -cos (x,y)]dpa(y)
Jip

ú\jK(x,y)2dpa(y) + e.

Let Ta¡e = (t¡f¡e)) be the operator given by the matrix with tffE=\ \K xxx¡ dpa(x).

Clearly Ta¡e is positive definite and symmetric. Hence Ta¡e is an Sp-operator from

1% into /p since

(2.4)

oo oo       /.     - \p/2 co       .

2 wrr2 = 2 (5 ¡K x" d^x))   = 2 \K \^\p d^x)

= \   ||x||p dpa(x) =  sup ||x||p
JK xeK
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and the last integral is finite because £ is a compact subset of lp. Hence (a) holds.

Since the norm of Ta.s is dominated by

2 w"-e))p'2

we have (b) and (c) following from (2.4).

sup ||x||
xsK

Lemma 2.4. If{pa : a e A} is a X-family of probability measures on lpfor some X

in the positive cone ofl*l2 then {p.a : a e A} is conditionally compact if:

(i) For every integer N the Fourier transforms <j>iPNx, p.a) are equicontinuous at

zero in PNl*.

(ii) limN supa limkJNk[l —Re <£(x, pa)] = 0 where

JN.k[--] =  f [---]XiN,k,dx)
J(T>N + fc-PN)¡P

and XiN, k, ■ ) is the Gaussian product measure on (£N + k—Ptt)l* with each coordinate

x¡, N+1 ^i^N+k, being Gaussian with mean zero and variance A¡.

Proof. Since <f>i-, pa) is the Fourier transform of p.a and A(A/, k, •) is symmetric

about zero it follows that

JN.k[l-Re(f>ix,pa)] = j     l-expi-^    2   A'*2}

Thus (ii) implies that

dp-a(x).

(2.5) Hm SUP l-eXp-(.-;r   y   A(Xf
N       a     Jh  I 12 f-?x

dp.aix) = 0.

Let 0 < 8 < 1, e >0 be given and let EN={x e lp : 2n+i Kxf < 8/2}. Since tj2 á 1 -e~\

0^/gl, it follows that

y.aiEN) = 1- Í   dpa ^ l-j \     \l-exp\-=    2    A<*¡
Jecn ° JEÍ,   L I      Zi = N + l

dp-a(x)

>   1"ill1-exp-j -^ 2 A'*' dp-aix)  ^   1

for all a e A and all N sufficiently large due to (2.5). Since {pa : a e A} is a A-family

we know there exists an M such that for all a e A

(2.6) a\xelp :    2  \xi\" < of =

By (i) we have xx,..., xLe£M(/P) such that

4pHùiix4)))

2e'3*

,1-i
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for all a e A where S(x, y) = {y e lp : ||x-j>||p<y}. Combining (2.6) with the above

we see that for all a e A

•xa{ ¿J S(xk, 8)} > 1

Thus {pa : a e A} is conditionally compact [7, p. 170] and the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. If {pa : a e A} is conditionally compact, Lemmas 2.2 and

2.3 demonstrate that (a), (b), (c), and (d) hold. Now if (a), (b), and (c) hold then

(a) and (b) imply (i) of Lemma 2.4 and (a) and (c) imply (ii) since

lim sup lim JN k[(Ta sx, x) + e]
N      a        k

= e + lim sup lim (Ta.sx, x)X(N, k, dx)
N      a       k    JtpN + k-pN)lp

N + k       /.

= e + lim sup lim    2 tfi'^XiXjMN, k, dx)
N      a      k    iJ = N + 1 J(.PN + k-PNHp

CO

= £ +lim sup   2   VÁ"'0-
N       <*    l-W+l

That is, since A = (Al5 A2,...) is an element in the positive cone of l*l2 we have,

by (c), that
CO

lim sup   2   A'f«a'£)-
N       a     i = N + l

and hence (ii) holds. Finally, (i), (ii), and (d) imply that {pa : a e A) is conditionally

compact so Theorem 2.2 is proved.

We now turn to Bochner's theorem on lp, 2^p<oo.

Theorem 2.3. A junction 0(x) defined on If is the Fourier transform of a probability

measure on the Borel subsets of lp, 2 ^p < oo, if and only if

(i) 0(0) = 1 and <f> is positive definite on /*.

(ii) 0 is continuous at zero in the rp-topology on /*.

(iii) The family of measures {pn} corresponding to <j>(Pn(-)) is a X-family for some

A in the positive cone of /*/2.

Proof. If p is a probability measure on lp with Fourier transform 0 then 0 clearly

satisfies (i). Let e > 0 be given and choose a compact set K of lp such that p(K)

> 1 - e/2. Then for xel*

[1 -cos (x, y)] dp(y) ^ 2 J   (x> y)2 dKy) + e

(2.7) '" K

= ó 2 *i*>   yiyidKy)+°-
¿ ijZi Jk

Now let T=(tu) where tu=SKytyj dp(y). Then

oo oo        /   - \ p/2 CO        /. »

2 (?«)p,2= 2     yfdp(y)\   í 2     \yi\pdKy)=    lbllpdK>0 < °°
1=1 i=i \Jk ] i=i Jk Jk
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and this implies, using (2.7),

11 -<¿(x)|2 Ú 2[1 - Re fa)] í (£x, x) + £

for any xel*. Thus <f> is -^-continuous at zero and (ii) holds. We now need only

show that {pn} satisfies (iii). Let / be any bounded continuous function on lp and

notice that pn(A) = p{Pñ 1iA)) for every Borel set A. Thus

lim f fdpn = lim f fiPnix))dpix) =  f fidp.
»  Jir »   Jip JiT

and hence {/xn} converges weakly to p.. By Lemma 2.2 {/xn} satisfies (iii).

If (i), (ii), and (iii) hold we show that Theorem 2.2 is applicable to the sequence

{p.n}. Let e > 0 be given. Using (ii) there exists an Sp-operator Ts on /¿f such that

1-Re<¿(x) g iTsx, x) + e.

Since <f>{x, pn) = </>iPnx) we see that

l-Re</>ix,pn) g (£££nx,£nx) + £ = (£5x,x) + £

for 77 = 1, 2,..., where ££=£n£££n. Thus (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 2.2 hold and

(iii) is equivalent to (d) so {pn} is a conditionally compact sequence of probability

measures on lp. Hence if {pnJ is a convergent subsequence of {p,n} converging to

the measure p. on lp then <£(x, pnk)=<f>iPnkix)) so limfc <£(x, p.nk) = <^(x). This implies

the Fourier transform of p. is <£(x) and the theorem is proved.

We now consider some easy examples which indicate the independence of the

conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in Theorem 2.3. The first example shows that (i) and

(iii) do not imply (ii). Let 2 a/7 < oo and assume i/i(x), x e /*, is the Fourier transform

of a probability measure p. on lp. Let ^(x) = <^(x) if x e Uk = i PÁ¡Í) and be zero

elsewhere. Then <p satisfies (i) and since <j>(Pn( )) = <A(£„(- )) = </>(•, /v) and {pn}

converges weakly to p. it follows that {p.n} is a A-family. Furthermore, <?S is not

continuous at zero in the norm topology of /* and hence not in the rp-topology so

(ii) does not hold. The second example shows that (i) and (ii) do not imply (iii).

Take p=4 and consider the probability measure p. on I such that the coordinates

are independent functions each with distribution

P,{yel:yk= ±l}= Ijk,       p{yeI : yk = 0} = I-2jk.

Now I* = /4/3 so for x e /4/3 we have

<Kx) =     exp {/(x, y)} dpiy) =  ] exp {ixkyk} dp-iyW
(2.8) Ji "-1 Ul J

= ft  [l-^(l-cosxk)]

(4) This integration will be justified in the next section after Lemma 3.1.
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and since Oá 1 —cos t = r2/2 we have

2 [A^] = 21 < -
k=l K fc = l   "•

because x e /4/3c/2. Thus 0 satisfies (i) and is continuous in the norm topology on

/4/3. For x e PNlil3 we have

|0(x)-l|2 á 2 ÍO-cosíx./D^Cv) Ú  \(x,y)2dp(y) =  2 f =  2 T
Ji Ji C=i   l        ¡ = i   '

and the last term is finite for x e /4,3c/2. Let T=(tx,) where r(i=l// and /iy = 0 for

/#/ Then (7x, x) = 2,°°= i xf/i for xe/4/3 and 2"=i (l//)p/2<oo, so T is an Sp-

operator such that for x 6 PN/4/3

|0(x)-l|2=£(7x,x)       (TV =1,2,...).

Now both sides are norm continuous functions on /4/3 and since (Jw= i PnUiz 's

dense in /4/3 we have \<j>(x)—l\^(Tx,x) for all x e /4/3. Thus 0 satisfies (ii) of

Theorem 2.3. Using the Borel-Cantelli lemma it is clear that

P^yel: JT W" < «j = 0

for all/7^2 and in particular for p=A so (iii) cannot hold.

This last example contradicts a conjecture of Ju. V. Prohorov and V. Sazonov.

In view of the results of [10] and [11] they seem to imply in [8] that continuity in

the Sp-topology would be sufficient for a positive definite function 0, with 0(0) = 1,

to be the Fourier transform of a probability measure on lp. Our example shows

that this is not enough.

3. For each p, 0<p?¡2, we denote by Ap the probability measure on the Borel

subsets 36 of I formed by taking the product measure on / such that the coordinate

functions  have  independent  symmetric  stable  laws  with   Fourier  transform

exp{-i|/|p}.

Lemma 3.1. If p is a probability measure on the Borel sets <? of lp, 0<p^2, then

the function
N

(x, y) = lim 2 Xkyk
N  k=i

is a US x %'-measurable function on lxlp where x=(x1( x2,... ), y = (yx, y2, ■ ■ ■ ), and

(\pxp){\(x,y)\«x} = l.

Proof. Let ^(x, y) = (x, y) if (x, y) exists and is finite, and be infinity otherwise.

Then F(x, y) is SB x ^-measurable (it is the limit of 3S x ^ measurable functions),

and if E={\F(x,y)\<co} then we claim (Xpxp)(E)= 1. To see this notice that for

each y e lp we have Z1(x) = x1_y1,..., Zk(x) = xkyk,... a sequence of independent
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stable random variables such that

j exp{/íZfc(x)}¿Ap(x) = exp{-^\ykt\p}.

Hence J,k=xZk converges in distribution, and hence almost everywhere, to a

stable random variable with Fourier transform

Thus for fixed y e /„, £(x, y) is finite for almost all xel. Since £ is jointly measur-

able the set £ is jointly measurable and

iXpxp)iE) = [[[ IE(x,y)dXPix)\ dp.iy) = 1

since the inner integral is one for all y e l„.

Henceforth we will use (x, y) in both the usual sense when x, y e l2 or x e lp

and y e /„, or in a "stochastic sense" such as defined in Lemma 3.1. The task of

deciding which way the inner product is being used is trivial and hence will not

always be mentioned. For example, the stocastic inner product used in (2.8) can be

rigorously obtained by repeating the proof of Lemma 3.1, and the second equality

is then only an application of the bounded convergence theorem.

If ft is a measure on the Borel sets of/„, 0</»á2, and

fix) = i  exp {/(x, y)} dp-iy)       (x e /)
Jiv

then <f is a Borel measurable function on / which is finite almost everywhere with

respect to the measure Ap and which is equal to

¿(x) =      exp {/(x, y)} dpiy)
Jh

for all x e /*. Thus <j5 is an extension of <f> from /* to /. When dealing with <¡> we will

always choose a version which agrees with <f> on lj* and we will refer to <£ as an

extended Fourier transform.

We now state the continuity theorem for /„, 0 <p á 2.

Theorem 3.1. If0<p^2 and {p.k} is a sequence of probability measures on lp

with Fourier transforms {<f>k} defined on I*, then {p.k} converges weakly to a measure

p. with Fourier transform <f> if and only if<p~k converges in probability to <j> with respect

to the measure Ap and {</>k} converges to <f> on I}.

Actually, Theorem 3.1 is not quite equivalent to L. Gross' result (the case/»=2),

and in §4 we will obtain the equivalent result for/» = 2. We wish to point out that

our proof will depend only on the stochastic inner product we have defined, and
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the great smoothness of r-continuous functions (see Lemma 4.2). This contrasts

very much with the highly analytical proof given by Gross. We first proceed with

several lemmas and the proof of Theorem 3.1. The first lemma uses an idea from

J. Feldman's [2].

Lemma 3.2. If{pa : aeA} is a family of probability measures on lp, 0<p^2

such that

where

lim    supJNty(pa) = 0
IV— oo;yIO      a

J~nM=  f   [l-exp{-i||yPwx+ßfix||p}]4ta(x)
Jip

then {pa : ae A} is conditionally compact.

Proof. Let e > 0, 0 < 8 ̂  1 be given and define

£ = {xe/p: ||yPNx+ QNx\\ ^ 8/2}.

IfO^f^l thenr/2^1-e-'sowefind

pa(E) Ú *$ I  V-e*P{-±\\yPNx+QNx\\>}]dpa(x) = ?Ç-JNty(pa).

By our condition there exists N0(e, 8) and y0(e, 8) such that N^N0, yuyo implies

JNM Z e(8p/2* + 2)       (aeA).

Thus

pa{xelp : \\yPNx+QNx\\ < 8/2} ^ l-e

for yayo, N^N0, and all pa. Further, x e Ec implies ||P¡vx|| <(S/2y), so we let

Xx,. ■., xr be in PNlp such that \\x}\\ < 8/2y and such that for all x e lp with \\PNx\\

< 8/2y we have

min   ||Pwx-xJ < 8/2.*
lSj'Sr

Then pa{{Jri = i S(x}, 8)} S: 1 — e for all pa where

S(x,8) = {yelp: \\y-x\\ < 8}.

That is,

S(x» 8) = {yeip: \\y-x,\\ < 8} 2 {y e lp : ¡P^-x^ < 8/2, ||ßwj,| < 8/2}

and hence £c£U5=i S(x}, 8)- Thus {pa : a e A} is conditionally compact.

Lemma 3.3. If {pk} is a sequence of probability measures on lp such that {<j>k}

converges in Xp-measure to 0 where <f> is the Fourier transform of a measure p in lp,

then

lim     sup JN y(pk) = 0.
N-.tv.7l0      k
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Proof. First of all observe that

JnM= f  li-exp {-i\\yPNy+QNy\\p}]dpkiy)
Ji,

= J U-UyPNX+QNx)]dXPix).

Thus

lim JN,y(pk) =     U-fiyPNx+QNx)]dXPix)
k-"t> Ji

since {<f>k} converging in Ap-measure to $ implies {$k ° TN.y} converges in measure

to <f o TN<y where TN.yix) = yPNx+ QNx. Hence

lim     sup JN,y(p.k) =     lim [l-</$(y£wx+gwx)]í/Ap(x)
N-.oo;ylO      k N->»:yJ0 Ji

=     lim [l-exp{iiyPNx+QNx,y)}]dp.iy)dXPix)
N^'o-.no Ji Jip

=     lim      f  [l-exp{-i|y£Nj+Ô^||!'}]^(j) = 0

as was to be shown.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first assume {pk} converges weakly to p. on /„. Then

limfc <f>kix)=<f>ix) on /* and

f \fk-i\2 dXp =  f l&l2 dXp- f 4^ ¿Ap- f W ¿Ap + f |¿|2 ¿A„

where ^, 4>k are the conjugates of <£ and <£fc. Furthermore, {/xfc} converging weakly

to p implies {pk x pk} converges weakly to p. x p. and hence

lim f |4|2 A, = lim f f e««»4(y). f e-«*-» dp.kiz) dX¿x)
*    Jl k    Ji Jip Jip

= limf   f   \e«™*dXPix)dp.kiy)dp.kiz)
k    Jlp Jlp Jl

= lim exp ( —£ || j» - z ||p) dpkiy) dpkiz)
k    Jlp Jlp

=  f   f   exp (-i|^-z||p) dp.iy)dp.iz)
Jip Jipip ">p

= A.

Similarly, j, <f>kip~ dXp and J, i/^ dXp both converge to .4 as k approaches infinity.

Thus we have {<fk} converging in mean-square to f, and hence {fk} converges to

</> in Ap-measure.

On the other hand, if {<f>k} converges to $ in Ap-measure on / where <j> is the Fourier

transform of a probability measure on /„ we know, by applying Lemmas 3.2 and

3.3, that {pk} is conditionally compact. Hence there is a subsequence {p.kj} converging

weakly to a probability measure v with Fourier transform </t. Then 0 = limy <f>kl = j>
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and hence {pkj} converges weakly to p by the uniqueness of the Fourier transforms

for measure on lp. Furthermore, this shows that any convergent subsequence of

{pk} must converge to p and hence {pk} actually converges to p because every sub-

sequence has a convergent subsequence going weakly to p.

4. We now turn to the special case p = 2 and prove the continuity theorem given

by L. Gross in [5]. As mentioned previously, our proof mainly depends on the

stochastic inner product and the smoothness of r-continuous functions on l2.

This is in contrast to the analytical approach of L. Gross [5] and J. Feldman [2].

The Gaussian measure A2 on /will be denoted by P() throughout this section.

Lemma 4.1. Let T be an S-operator on l2. Then T(x) = 2¡ y¡(x, et,)a, where y( > 0,

2i yi<oo, {ai, «2, • • ■} is an orthonormal family, and

(Tx, x) = 2 Yi(x, «02
i

is finite on a linear subset of I of P-measure one. Furthermore, if

ZN(x) = (TQNx, QNx)

then limN ZN(x) = 0 on some linear subset S of I such that P(cf) = 1.

Proof. Since T is an S-operator the given representation for T is well known.

That (Tx, x) is finite on a subset of measure one follows since {(x, a,)} is a sequence

of independent Gaussian functionals with mean zero and variance one, and since

2¡ y¡ <oo. The linearity of this subset follows since

(T(x+y),x+y) Ú {(7x, x)1'2 + (7>, v-)1'2}2-

The linearity of the subset of / where limNZN(x)=0 follows in the same way.

Hence all that remains is to show that limw ZN(x) = 0 for almost all xel. First we

observe that

E(ZN(x)) = 2 ViE(QNx, a,)2 = 2 vlQtfik, «<)
i t

so limw E(ZN(x)) = 0.

Furthermore, {ZN)N is a reversed submartingale so the convergence to zero

almost everywhere (P) follows. That is, for all A e &(ZN+1, ZN+2,...)

£ E(ZN | ZN + 1, ZN + 2, ...)dP = £ ZN dP = £ 2 YÍQnX, «O2 dP

= 2 j Yi C(^+lX' «O + ißw+i*' «i)]2 dP

= 2 Y'  f {(^ + 1^,«i)2 + (ßi; + 1X,ai)}2i/P
i       Ja

=^2yíÍ {Q^iX,ax)2dP
i       Ja

= j^ZN+1dP
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where the equality preceding the inequality follows since i^N+xx, a¡) and iQN+xx, a¡)

are independent with mean zero and A e 3SiZN+x, ZN+2,...). Thus

F\Zf¡ | ZN+X, ZN+2,...) ¿ ZN + X

so {ZN}N is a reversed submartingale [6, p. 393].

Lemma 4.2. If <£(x) is uniformly r-continuous on l2 then <j>ix) can be uniquely

extended, call the extension <j>, to be uniformly continuous on a linear subset S of I

such that

(i)£(<f)=l.

(ii) For xeS we have fix) = lim^ <piPNx).

(iii) lim^^o f(yPNx+QNx) = ¿(0) = <j>iO)for xeS.

Proof. Since <f>ix) is uniformly r-continuous there exists, for each integer k,

an ^-operator Tk such that if Ek = {xel2 : (Tkx, x) < 1} then

\<Ky + x)-Ky)\ < l/k       ixeEk,yel2).

Choose at least one Tk such that (£fcx, x)>0 unless x=0. Let

êk = Sx e I : iTkQNx, QNx) < co for N - 0,1,2,... ; lim (T^x, QNx) = 01

for   k = 1,2,....

Then £(«?*)= 1 and Sk is a linear subset of /. If S = C\^=X Sk then £(^)= 1 and <?

is also linear. We define a topology on § by taking as a base y translates of sets

of the type

* = {x 6 ê : ((£(1+ • • • +Tl])x, x) < r}

where 0<r<oo and {ix,..., i,} runs over finite subsets of the integers. That ¿?

is actually a base is easily verified. By Lemma 4.1 it follows that l2 is dense in S,

and since $(x) is uniformly continuous on l2 with respect to the topology induced

by y it follows that <f>i-) has the unique uniformly continuous extension fix)

= limw4>ÍPnX) for xeS. Furthermore, property (iii) holds for <£ since

lim iTkQNx, QNx) = 0
N

for k=1, 2,... and x e $.

Now if <f> is the Fourier transform of a probability measure p on l2 then <f> is

uniformly r-continuous and hence by Lemma 4.2 <f> can be extended to be uniformly

continuous on a linear subset S of/such that£((f) = 1. However, we have considered

another extension of <j> which we called the extended Fourier transform of p.. In

this sense ^ was defined to be

fix) =      exp {/(x, y)} dpiy)       (x e /).
Jh

The next lemma shows that these two definitions agree with probability one.
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Lemma 4.3. Let <f> be the Fourier transform of a probability measure p on l2.

7/0 and S are as in Lemma 4.2, and if

0(x) =       exp {/(x, y)} dp(y)       (x e I),
Ji2

then 0(x) = 0(x) on a linear subset V of I such that P(V)=l.

Proof. First of all we see that lim^ (PNx, y) = limN (x, PNy) = (x, y) almost every-

where (P x p) so by the bounded convergence theorem lim^ 0(PNx) = 0(x) on a

linear set E of I such that P(E) = 1. However, by Lemma 4.2 0(x) = lim^ <f>(PNx)

for all x eg where P(S)=l. Thus i/«(x) = 0(x) for all x e V=E n S and, clearly,

Vis a linear subset of / such that P(V)=l.

The next lemma is contained in the work of L. Gross [5] but for the sake of

completeness we include its proof.

Lemma 4.4. If p and v are probability measures on l2 then p = v if and only if their

extended Fourier transforms 0 and 0 are equal with probability one on I.

Proof. If ¡¿=v it is obvious that 0=0 almost everywhere (P) on /. The converse

goes as follows. If p + v and 0 and 0 are the usual Fourier transforms of p and v,

then there exists an x0 e l2 such that 0(xo)^0(xo). Let n=0 — 0 and assume without

loss of generality that n(x0) = 2a > 0. Let

I = {xel2: h(x) > a}.

Now n is T-continuous on l2 so there exists an 5-operator T such that if

H = {xel2 : T(x—x0, x—x0) < 1}

then //£/. If T(x, x) = Jiiyi(x, at)2 where {alt a2,...} are orthonormal, yf^0,

and 2i y i < °° we define

Ê = ¡xe 1: 2 ylx-xo, a¡)2 < 11.

Since

h(x) = 0(x)-0(x) = lim [0(PJvx)-0(PNx)] = limn(Pwx)
N N

it follows that h(x) = 0(x) — 0(x) ^ a > 0 for almost all xe H. This is a contradiction

ifP(H)>0. Now

p\ x e / : 2 Yi(x-x0, ax)2 < 11

= Pi 2 Yiix-Xo, «02 < ö and    2   Yi(x-x0, ax)2 < -\
U=l Z i = N + l L)

= P{ 2 Yi(x-x0, a,)2 <2}P{   2    Yi(x-x0, ax)2 < -i

= P\2   Ylx-Xca,)2 <l-)\l-2   f      Yt
U-l ZJL i = N + l        -
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where the equality holds because {(x —x0, a)} is a sequence of independent Gaussian

random variables and the last inequality follows by Cebysev's inequality and the

fact that £[(x —x0, o¡¡)2] = 1. Hence for N such that [1 —2 2i" w+i y) is positive, we

have the last quantity as a product of two positive numbers and we see that

£(//)> 0. This is a contradiction so p. = v as was to be proved.

We now prove Gross' result for l2.

Theorem 4.1. If {pk} is a sequence of probability measures on l2 with Fourier

transforms {<bk}, then {p.k} converges weakly to a measure p. if and only if{<f>k} converges

in probability to ffior some r-continuous <f> on l2 such that <£(0)= 1.

Proof. If {p,k} converges weakly to p then {fk} converges in probability to <j>,

the extended Fourier transform of/x, by the first part of Theorem 3.1. Furthermore,

<f>i0)=l and <j> is r-continuous on l2. Conversely, we assume {fk} converges to {f}

in probability, where <£(0)= 1 and <f> is r-continuous on l2 (here, of course, <f> is the

continuous extension of <f> as given in Lemma 4.2). Let JN.vipk) be as in Lemma 3.3

with p = 2. We now verify that

lim     supJN.ripk) = 0
W->oo;yiO       k

under the present hypothesis. In fact, the proof proceeds exactly as in Lemma 3.3

except that

lim      Í [1 - fiyPNx + QNx)] dPix) = 0
N-m-.YiO  Ji

because f is a continuous function on a linear subset of / of probability one and by

Lemma 4.2

lim     fiyPNx+ QNx) = ¿(0) = ¿(0) = 1.
JV->oo;yJO

Thus by Lemma 3.2 {p.k} is conditionally compact, and proceeding as in Theorem

3.1 (along with Lemma 4.4) we see {p,k} converges weakly to a measure p, with

extended Fourier transform f.

5. The continuity theorem on /„, 2 ^/» < co, involves the concept of a A-family

of measures as defined in §2.

If A is in the positive cone of /*/2 we will denote by £A the probability measure

on / which has the coordinate functions as independent Gaussian random variables

with mean zero and £(^.x)2 = Xk. For p = 2 we have /p% = lx and we can choose

A = (l, 1,...) so £A then denotes the canonical Gaussian distribution on / used in

§§3 and 4 and in [3], [4], [5].

If p. is a probability measure on lp with Fourier transform <f> defined on /*, then

the £A-extended Fourier transform is defined on / as follows:

<£(x) =      exp {fix, y)} dpiy)       (x 6 /).
Jip
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Using the ideas of Lemma 3.1 and the fact that A e l*l2 it is easy to see that 0(x) is

a measurable function on /. When dealing with a version of 0 we will always

assume that it agrees with 0 on /*.

Theorem 5.1. Let {pk} be a sequence of probability measures on lp, 2^p<ao,

with Fourier transforms {<f>k}. Then {pk} converges weakly to a measure p with Fourier

transform <f> if and only if {pk} is a X-family for some X in the positive cone of l*2,

{cj>k} converges in PA-measure to 0, and {cf>k} converges to cf> on I*.

Proof. Suppose {pk} converges weakly to p. Then {pk} is conditionally compact

and by Lemma 2.2 it is a A-family for any A in the positive cone of l*l2. Repeating

the argument given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 it follows that {0J converges in

mean-square to 0 and hence {0k} converges in PA-probability to 0. That {<f>k}

converges to 0 on /* is easy.

Now assume {0fc} converges in PA-probability to 0. If

1 -exp 2 x>Y2y¿+ 2 x*y?

then

HN,y(Pk)   =

= ^[l-clk(yPNx+QNx)]dPx(x)

lim HN,y(pk) =  f [l-0(yPJ¥x+ßf,x)]i/PA(x)
fC-00 Jl

i = N + l

dpk(y)

-ÍÍ1 —exp 2 Vj2+ 2 A^2
Li = i 1=N + 1

dp(y)

and hence

lim     sup HN¡y(pk) = 0.
N-. oo;yi0      k

Thus for e, 8>0 there exists y0>0, N0 such that y^y0 and N=NQ implies

r n oo n

Pk\xelp : y2 2 *ixf+   2    A>*2 < 8\= 1_£
i = i 1 = N+1

for k = 1, 2,... (see Lemma 3.2 for this type of argument). Since {pk} is a A-family

we thus have for y sufficiently small (y may depend on N) that

pk{xelv : ||yP„x+gNx||p < 8} ^ l-(2e+eN)

where limw eN = 0. Then, as in Lemma 3.2, we see that {pk} is conditionally compact

and since {0fc} converges to 0 on /*. We have {pk} converging weakly to p.

As a final remark we mention that using the above techniques it is possible to

prove a central limit theorem for independent indentically distributed random

variables in lp, 0 <p < oo. In the case 1 ̂ p ^ 2 certain results are given in [7] and [11].
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